XCS is a learning classifier system that uses genetic algorithms to evolve a population of classifiers online. When applied to classification problems described by continuous attributes, XCS has demonstrated to be able to evolve classification models-represented as a set of independent interval-based rules-that are, at least, as accurate as those created by some of the most competitive machine learning techniques such as C4.5. Despite these successful results, analyses of how the different genetic operators affect the rule evolution for the interval-based rule representation are lacking. This paper focuses on this issue and conducts a systematic experimental analysis of the effect of the different genetic operators. The observations and conclusions drawn from the analysis are used as a tool for designing new operators that enable the system to extract models that are more accurate than those obtained by the original XCS scheme. More specifically, the system is provided with a new discovery component based on evolution strategies, and a new crossover operator is designed for both the original discovery component and the new one based on evolution strategies. In all these cases, the behavior of the new operators are carefully analyzed and compared with the ones provided by original XCS. The overall analysis enables us to supply important insights into the behavior of different operators and to improve the learning of interval-based rules in real-world domains on average.
The XCS Classifier System
XCS [28] is the most influential Michigan-style LCS. The system combines reinforcement learning techniques [25] with GAs [13, 16] to learn a distributed set of subsolutions online. As follows, we briefly describe the knowledge representation used by XCS in domains with continuous variables and then explain the process organization followed by the system to evolve a classification model. Lastly, we exemplify the type of classification models built by XCS and discuss the possible difficulties that the discovery component of XCS may need to face to evolve an accurate classification model in complex domains. For further details of the system, the reader is referred to [8, 28, 29] .
Knowledge Representation
XCS evolves a population [P] of classifiers that consist of a production rule and a set of parameters. In domains with continuous attributes, production rules most often take the following form [29] :
where the antecedent of the rule contains input variables that are represented by an interval of possible values [ i , u i ] , and the consequent denotes the predicted class.
Note that the condition of the rule defines a hyper rectangle in the solution space. Therefore, the population represents a set of hyper rectangles that together should cover all the solution space. Then, a rule matches an input instance e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e ) if
Each classifier has six main parameters: (1) the payoff prediction p, an estimate of the reward that the system will receive if the class of the rule is selected as output, (2) the prediction error , which estimates the error of the payoff prediction, (3) the fitness F , which is computed as an inverse function of the prediction error, (4) the action set size as, an estimate of the average size of the action sets in which the classifier has participated, (5) the experience exp, which reckons the number of examples that the classifier has matched during its life, and (6) the numerosity n, the number of copies of the classifier in the population.
To fully understand the learning process of XCS, the next three subsections explain how the different components of the system interact to evaluate the existing classifiers and how the GA is applied to evolve new classifiers.
Learning Interaction
XCS learns online by interacting with an environment which provides a new training example at each iteration. That is, at each learning iteration, XCS receives a new training example e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e ) and the system creates a match set [M] , which consists of all the classifiers in [P] whose condition matches e. The next step depends on whether the system is in exploitation (test) mode or in exploration (training) mode. In exploitation mode, the classifiers in [M] vote, according to their fitness, for the class they predict. The most voted class is selected as output. In exploration mode, the system randomly chooses one of the possible classes and builds the action set [A] with all the classifiers in [M] that advocate the selected class. The parameters of all the classifiers in [A] are updated according to a generalized version of Q-learning, which is explicated in the following subsection.
Parameter Update
Once [A] is formed, the selected class is sent to the environment, which returns a reward R that is used by XCS to update the parameters of the classifiers in [A] . First, the prediction p is adjusted as p = p + β(R − p), where β is the learning rate (0 < β ≤ 1). Next, the error is updated as = + β(|R − p| − ). To update the fitness of the classifiers, XCS first computes the accuracy κ of each classifier as follows:
where 0 is the maximum error that a classifier can have to be considered maximally accurate, and α is a discount factor. κ is used to compute the relative accuracy κ of the classifier in [A] as κ = κ/ [A] κ i . Finally, fitness is updated from the relative accuracy as F = F + β(κ − F ). Note that fitness is shared among the classifiers in the same action set since it is calculated from the relative accuracies.
Discovery Component
XCS applies a steady-state niche-based GA to discover new promising rules. The GA is triggered on [A] when the average time since its last application to the classifiers in [A] exceeds a certain threshold θ GA . Then, the system selects two parents from [A] . So far, two selection schemes have been studied: proportionate selection [28] , in which each classifier has a probability proportional to its fitness to be chosen, and tournament selection [7] , in which tournaments are held among a set of randomly selected classifiers, and the best classifier of the tournament is chosen as a parent. Next, the parents are crossed and mutated with probabilities χ and μ respectively. For the interval-based representation, the crossover and the mutation operators work as follows [29] . Crossover shuffles the condition of the two parents by cutting the chromosomes by two points. Figure 1 illustrates an example of crossover of two classifiers that are described by two attributes. Mutation decides whether each variable has to be changed; in this case, it adds a random amount, ranging in [0, m 0 ] to the lower or to the upper bound of the variable interval. An example of mutation is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Finally, each offspring is introduced into the population, removing a classifier with low fitness if the population is full. The deletion probability of a classifier is proportional to the size of the action sets where the classifier has participated and inversely proportional to its fitness [19] . This biases the search toward highly fit classifiers and, at the same time, balances the classifier allocation in the different action sets. 
How Do Models Evolved by XCS Look Like?
Thus far, we have explained the knowledge representation, which uses interval-based rules, and the process employed to evolve a population of maximally general and accurate rules. In this section, we use the tao problem [4] to illustrate how these classification models look like and to intuitively discuss the possible limitations of the genetic operators utilized by XCS.
The tao problem is a two-class classification problem described by two attributes. lines represent the condition of the rules in the final population that predict the first class, while the hyper rectangles in continuous lines represent the rules that predict the second class. Note that the system evolves a large number of overlapping rules to fit the curved boundaries of the tao problem. In particular, it is worth noticing that, near the class boundary, there are a lot of overlapping classifiers that predict different classes. These regions of the feature concentrate almost all the error of the classification models evolved by XCS.
Ideally, we would like the discovery component of XCS to incrementally adjust classifiers that are close to the class boundary, resulting in offspring with zero error. However, the genetic operators implemented in the original scheme of XCS may not have the flexibility to provide this adjustment. That is, the mutation operator selects a variable and adds or removes a random number from one of the limits of its interval (see Fig. 2 ). Therefore, the operator does not consider whether the classifier is near the class boundary or not. On the other hand, 2-point crossover takes two parents and may generate completely different offspring (see Fig. 1(a) ). Thus, this operator allows exploring new regions of the feature space, but may be too disruptive when crossing classifiers that lay closely to the class boundary. Consequently, despite the competitive results obtained by XCS when using these two operators, intuition indicates that new operators that consider more information to generate new offspring may be beneficial to the system. With this idea in mind, the next section starts revisiting the mutation operator of XCS by proposing a new discovery component based on ESs.
Introducing Evolution Strategies into XCS: Representation and New Operators
ESs [23, 24] , like GAs, are optimization algorithms that take inspiration from biology to solve complex optimization problems. One of the main differences between GAs and ESs is that ESs incorporate a vector of strategy parameters that are used by the mutation operator to guide the local search toward the objective. Therefore, mutation is the primary search operator of ESs. The vector of strategy parameters is self-adapted during the evolutionary process with the aim of applying more precise mutations to the population individuals, driving them to the optimal solution. The purpose of this section is to design an ES-based search component for XCS with the aim of providing a more guided search toward maximally general and accurate classifiers. For this purpose, we extend the representation of the classifiers and design new genetic operators. The following describes the new ES-based search component in more detail.
Knowledge Representation for Evolution Strategies
Now, the classifier representation is extended with a vector of strategy parameters s = (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ ), and each strategy parameter σ i is used to adapt the intervals of the corresponding rule variable. Strategy parameters evolve together with the rule variables (which are referred to as object parameters in ESs terms). Thence, the covering and the genetic operators are redefined to let them deal with the new representation. Also, new selection schemes are considered. These modifications are explicated in the next subsection.
Redefinition of XCS Operators
The covering and genetic operators of XCS with ES-based discovery component are redefined as follows.
Covering
Covering initializes each strategy parameter σ i as σ i = rand(0, μ), where μ is initially chosen in the range [1/N, 1/ ] (where N is the population size, and is the number of variables of the problem).
Selection
In ESs, the typical selection operator is truncation selection, which chooses the individuals that have highest fitness. We consider this strategy in XCS, so, selecting the classifiers with highest fitness in [A] . Since this selection strategy can be quite aggressive, especially in steady-state algorithms, we also use proportionate and tournament selection as defined in the previous section.
Mutation
The mutation operator first mutates the intervals of each rule variable x i as
where z i = σ i N i (0, 1), and N i (0, 1) returns a Gaussian number ranging in [0,1].
The strategy parameters are self-adapted along the XCS run. After mutating the rule condition, the new vector of strategy parameters s is updated as
where τ indicates the precision of self-adaption, τ 0 weights the global effect of mutation, and N i (0, 1) returns a Gaussian number with σ = 1. In our experiments, we configured τ 0 = 1/ √ 2 and τ = 1/ 2 √ as usually done in the ESs literature.
Crossover
We consider two different crossover operators for the rule condition and the strategy parameters. For the rule condition, we use discrete recombination. Given two parents, for each variable, this crossover operator randomly selects one of the parents and copies the value of the variable to the first offspring; then, it copies the corresponding variable of the other father to the other offspring. For strategy parameters, we use intermediate recombination. This recombination operator computes each strategy parameter σ i as the average value of the corresponding parameter in the parent rules.
Analysis of XCS GA and XCS ES
So far, we have described the original scheme of XCS, which uses a GA as discovery mechanism, and the new proposal of XCS in which the discovery procedure is driven by an ES. In the remainder of the paper, we will address these two versions of XCS as XCS GA and XCS ES respectively. With the description of both XCS GA and XCS ES in mind, we now start a systematic analysis of the effect of mutation and crossover. For this purpose, in what follows, we first present the experimental methodology followed along the study. Then, we proceed to analyze and compare the effect of the different operators of XCS GA and XCS ES , as well as the interaction among themselves.
Experimental Methodology
We first start the experimental study by examining the behavior of XCS with selection and mutation with the aim of analyzing the search capabilities provided by the combination of the two operators in both XCS schemes. Note that the combination of both operators results in a local search around the classifiers of the population. Then, we add crossover to the study, showing the benefits supplied by this operator. Moreover, in all the cases, the results of XCS GA are compared with those obtained by XCS ES , providing some interesting insights into the differences between ESs and GAs in the context of online learning. For the study, we used a collection of 12 real-world data sets whose characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . All the data sets were extracted from the UCI repository [1] , except for tao, which was selected from a local repository [4] . The different configurations of XCS GA and XCS ES were ran on these data sets and the quality of the results was compared in terms of the performance (test accuracy) of the final models. Table 1 : Properties of the data sets. The columns describe: the identifier of the data set (Id.), the name of the data set (data set), the number of instances (#Inst), the total number of features (#Fea), the number of continuous features (#Re), the number of integer features (#In), the number of nominal features (#No), the number of classes (#Cl), and the proportion of instances with missing values (%MisInst).
Id To obtain reliable estimates of this metric, we used a 10-fold cross-validation procedure [26] . XCS was configured as follows (see [8] for notation details): num iter = 100 000, N = 6 400, θ GA = 50, χ = 0.8, μ = 0.04, r 0 = 0.6, m 0 = 0.1. We statistically analyzed the performance of each learner following the procedure pointed out in [9] . We first applied the multi-comparison Friedman's test [11, 12] to contrast the null hypothesis that all the learning algorithms performed the same on average. If the Friedman's test rejected the null hypothesis, the post-hoc BonferroniDunn test [10] was used to detect significant differences between a control learner and the remaining methods, and the post-hoc Holm's step-down procedure [15, 18] was employed to identify significant differences between the best ranked method and the other methods of the comparison. Moreover, when required, we also applied pairwise comparisons by means of the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test [27] .
Analysis of the Effect of Selection + Mutation
Our first concern was to analyze the behavior of XCS GA and XCS ES when only the selection and the mutation operator were considered. For this purpose, Table 2 supplies the test accuracies and the standard deviations obtained by XCS GA and XCS ES with proportionate and tournament selection (see from the 2nd to the 5th column). Moreover, we also included truncation selection for XCS ES , since it is a selection operator widely used in the ESs field (6th column). In all the cases, crossover was switched off. The last three rows of the table supply the average performance and the average rank of each learning technique, and its position in the ranking.
The average rank of each learner shows that two schemes based on ESs were the best ranked methods in the comparison. The Friedman's test permitted rejecting the hypothesis that all the learners were statistically equivalent, on average, with a p-value of 0.0045. Both, the Bonferroni-Dunn test and the Holm's procedure, at α = 0.05, indicated that XCS ES with tournament selection significantly outperformed XCS GA with both proportionate selection. In addition, the Bonferroni-Dunn test also identified that XCS ES with proportionate selection was significantly better than XCS GA with proportionate selection. Three important observations can be drawn from these results. First, XCS ES based on truncation selection resulted in the poorest performance of the comparison. We hypothesize that this behavior was due to the fact that truncation selection is an excessively elitist operator that makes strong pressure toward the fittest individuals, which goes in detriment of the population diversity. Second, the schemes based on tournament selection yielded better results than those schemes based on proportionate selection for XCS GA and XCS ES . These results show the superiority of tournament selection with respect to proportionate selection, confirming the empirical and theoretical studies presented in [7] and [22] for the ternary rule representation. Therefore, our analysis enables us to extend these conclusions to real-world problems. Third, XCS ES presented brilliant results in the tao, the wbcd, and the wne data sets, significantly outperforming the results obtained by XCS GA according to a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test at α = 0.05. To our knowledge, XCS ES obtained, by far, the best performance ever reported for the tao data set, a problem which is especially complicated for XCS since the hyper rectangular representation can barely approximate the decision boundaries of the problem accurately [3] . Therefore, the guided search due to the incremental adaption of the strategy parameters provided by Gaussian mutation enabled the system to create new classifiers that approximated these complex class boundaries 1 more accurately. These results were aligned with our initial intuition (see Sect. 2.5), in which we already discussed the need of designing operators that permitted this fine tuning in complex regions of the feature space.
Overall, the results indicated that the mutation introduced by XCS ES had a greater search power due to a more guided search toward optimal classifiers introduced by Gaussian mutation. We hypothesized that these better behavior was because Gaussian mutation was assuming tasks of innovation, which has been typically performed by the recombination operator in the GA realm. In order to confirm the hypothesis, we designed a new Gaussian mutation operator, which we addressed as weighted Gaussian mutation. This new operator normalized the random values obtained from the Gaussian distribution to the range [0,1]; therefore, it decreased the power of the Gaussian mutation by softening the changes that it produced to the classifier variables. The results obtained with the new operator are shown in the last column of Table 2 . Note that the results of XCS ES with weighted Gaussian mutation were similar to those achieved by XCS GA . This supported the hypothesis that non-weighted Gaussian mutation provided a more powerful search capability than that of random mutation, promoting the global search capabilities of XCS ES .
Analysis of the Effect of Selection + Crossover + Mutation
After evaluating the behavior of XCS ES with Gaussian mutation with respect to XCS GA , we now compare the systems with the complete genetic cycle. That is, we ran the same experiments, but adding the crossover operator to each scheme. More specifically, we used 2-point crossover for XCS GA (see Sect. 2.4) and a combination of discrete recombination for object parameters and intermediate recombination for strategy parameters for XCS ES (see Sect. 3.2). Table 3 shows the test accuracy and the standard deviation of the different configurations of XCS on the same collection of real-world problems. Several observations can be drawn from the results. First, it is worth noting that the inclusion of crossover led to an improvement of the test accuracy achieved by XCS in most of the data sets not only for XCS GA , but also for XCS ES . Table 4 shows the p-values resulting of the comparison of each configuration of XCS with and without crossover according to a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. Note that, in all cases, the inclusion of crossover results in a significant improvement. Therefore, although theoretical studies that show the benefits of crossover in XCS are lacking, these results support the hypothesis that, in general, its use is beneficial to solve complex classification real-world problems with both GAs and ESs. Second, as in the previous section, the XCS's schemes based on ESs were the best ranked in the comparison. The multi-comparison test rejected the null hypothesis that all the learners performed the same, on average, with a p-value of 0.013. Both the post-hoc Bonferroni-Dunn test and the Holm's procedure, at α = 0.05, identified that XCS ES with tournament selection outperformed XCS ES with truncation selection. In addition, the Bonferroni-Dunn test also detected that XCS ES with proportionate selection outperformed XCS ES with truncation selection. No further significant differences were detected.
Hence, differently from the comparison in the previous section, the results obtained by the XCS schemes based on ESs were not significantly better than those achieved by the XCS schemes based on GAs. That is, the introduction of crossover was more beneficial to XCS GA than to XCS ES . This behavior can be explained with the following. In XCS ES , the search is basically guided by the mutation operator, and crossover complements this search. Thus, crossover provides a moderate benefit to XCS ES , since the principal task is done by mutation. Conversely, in XCS GA , the crossover operator plays a key role since it is the main operator to create new promising solutions; this observation is sustained by the large difference between the results obtained by XCS GA with and without crossover.
Despite the improvement observed in XCS GA when crossover is activated, notice that XCS ES continues being the best ranked learner on average. These better results of XCS ES are mainly due to the modifications done on the mutation scheme. In the next section, we focus our attention in the second important genetic operator: crossover. We consider some of the ideas that have appeared in this analysis and design a more flexible crossover operator for both XCS GA and XCS ES .
New BLX Crossover
One of the important aspects of XCS ES is that its Gaussian mutation operator produces a nice pressure toward the creation of classifiers that approximate the class boundary accurately, which is especially important in problems with complex class boundaries. That is, in XCS ES , classifiers that are close to the class boundary will have small strategy parameters, and so, Gaussian mutation is likely to produce new offspring that are slightly different from their parents and that approximate the decision boundary more accurately. In this case, as seen in the last section, crossover, despite being useful, plays a secondary role. On the other hand, the search scheme presented by XCS GA is very different. That is, the mutation operator of XCS GA performs a non-guided, constant local search and has a lower effect with respect to the mutation of the ES scheme. Thus, in XCS GA , crossover is mainly responsible for creating new promising solutions; however, 2-point crossover may be very disruptive, especially when crossing classifiers that are close to the class boundary. These observations highlight the need of further studying the classical genetic operators in XCS GA and create some of them that enable the fine-grained tuning of the condition of classifiers that lay closely to the class boundary provided by XCS ES .
Taking these observations as inspiration, in this section, we design a new crossover operator that aims at (1) permitting the generation of a larger number of offsprings with respect to 2-point crossover by enabling the modification of the interval values of each variable and (2) being more sensitive in combining the information of the parents, searching a balance between local search and exploration of new regions of the feature space. The new operator is addressed as BLX crossover since it is inspired by the BLX-α crossover operator of real-coded GAs [14] . The operator is defined for both XCS-GA and XCS-ES. The following describes the new operator for both schemes of XCS. 
BLX Crossover for XCS
where rand({−1, 1}) returns either -1 or 1 with the same probability. There are two key differences between this new crossover scheme and 2-point crossover. First, BLX crossover permits the generation of a larger number of different offspring, since each variable is adjusted individually. On the other hand, 2-point crossover does not modify the value of the variables, so restricting the possible offspring candidates. Second, α enables controlling the disruption in the generation of the offspring. That is, low values of α would imply the generation of offspring that would be very similar to one of the parents, performing a type of local search; conversely, a large value of α would result in offspring whose conditions differ from their parent ones, probably exploring new regions of the feature space. In addition, one of the offspring is generated considering α, while the other uses (1 − α). This combines the generation of offspring which are close to their parents with the creation of solutions that explore different regions of the solution space. For all these reasons, we consider that the BLX crossover balances local search and innovation.
BLX Crossover for XCS ES
The same strategy explained in the previous section is used in XCS ES to cross the classifier condition. In addition, the vector of strategy parameters s 1 = (σ 
is generated. σ 
Experimental Results Using BLX Crossover
In this section, we continue the analysis provided in Sect. 4 by introducing the new BLX crossover operator into the comparison of XCS ES and XCS GA . For this purpose, we follow the same experimental methodology: we ran experiments on the collection of 12 real-world problems and compare the results by means of statistic tests. In the following subsections, we first statistically compare the overall results and then provide some further observations about the behavior of the new operator on particular data sets.
Comparison of XCS GA and XCS ES with BLX Crossover
We start our analysis by repeating the same experiments performed in Sect. 4.3, but using BLX crossover in all the configurations. Table 5 provides the test performance and standard deviation of XCS GA and XCS ES with proportionate selection and tournament selection when the new BLX crossover operator is employed (see from the 2nd to the 5th column of the table). In addition, as done in the previous experiments, we also used truncation selection for XCS ES , since this selection operator is widely used in the ESs realm. To highlight the improvement provided by the different configurations that use BLX crossover with respect to the original XCS system [29] , that is, the scheme that uses proportionate selection, random mutation, and 2-point crossover, the results obtained with the original XCS are included in the last column of the table. The last two rows of the table supply the average rank of each learning technique and its position in the ranking. As proceeds, we report three analyses conducted on the results: (1) the study of the improvement provided by BLX crossover for each particular learning heuristic and configuration, (2) the comparison of the best XCS configuration among the ones that use BLX and the original XCS, and (3) the comparison of the best configuration with BLX crossover and the best configuration with the original crossover operator.
First, we compared the results obtained with BLX crossover (see Table 5 ) with respect to those achieved by the same learners but with their original crossover operator (see Table 3 ). Table 6 summarizes the p-values obtained for this comparison according to a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. The pairwise analysis, at α = 0.05, permitted rejecting only the null hypothesis that the results obtained by XCS ES with truncation selection and discrete crossover were, on average, equivalent to those achieved by the same learner but with BLX crossover. In this case, BLX crossover enabled XCS ES to evolve significantly more accurate models. Further differences were not found. Nevertheless, it is worth noting the average improvement with which BLX crossover provided XCS GA with tournament selection. In 8 out of the 12 tested problems, XCS GA with BLX crossover built models that were more accurate than those created by XCS GA with 2-point crossover.
Second, we compared the results obtained with the different schemes that use BLX crossover and the original XCS (see Table 5 ). The three best ranked methods in the comparison corresponded to configurations that used BLX crossover. More specifically, XCS GA with the both types of selection and XCS ES with tournament selection outperformed the original XCS scheme.This highlighted the suitability of the new crossover operator. Note, moreover, that all the schemes of XCS GA with BLX crossover had a better average rank than the schemes of XCS ES with BLX crossover, which indicated that the GA-based schemes benefited more than the ES-based schemes from the new BLX crossover operator. These better alignment of BLX crossover with GA-based search was expected, since BLX crossover introduced a flexibility in the generation of offspring that was provided neither by the XCS GA original mutation operator nor by the 2-point crossover operator. Conversely, in ES-based schemes, Gaussian mutation already provided the system with enough flexibility to create new classifiers that fit complex boundaries more accurately than their parents, and so, the improvement produced by BLX crossover was moderate. Moreover, the results of XCS ES with truncation selection (tr) are also provided. The last column provides the results of the original definition of XCS, i.e., XCS-GA with proportionate selection, random mutation, and 2-point crossover (tp). The last three rows provide the average accuracy and standard deviation, the average rank, and the position of each learner in the ranking. We statistically compared the test performance of the six learning methods. The multi-comparison Friedman's test permitted rejecting the null hypothesis that all the learners were statistically equivalent with p-value= 0.10. Nonetheless, neither the Bonferroni-Dunn test nor the Holm's procedure could detect any significant difference between the best ranked learner, i.e., XCS GA with tournament selection, and any other learning technique. Therefore, we applied a pairwise analysis by means of the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test at α = 0.10 to detect further differences. It is well known that pairwise comparisons increase the risk of rejecting null hypotheses that are actually true. Herein, we assumed this risk with the aim of providing more information about the excellence of the different methods. The pairwise analysis detected (1) that XCS GA with tournament selection generated models that were significantly more accurate than those created by XCS ES with proportionate and truncation selection and (2) that XCS ES with tournament selection outperformed XCS ES with proportionate selection. No further significant differences were identified by the statistical analysis. Third, we compared the best configuration with BLX crossover-i.e., XCS GA with tournament selection-with the best configuration with the original crossover-i.e., XCS ES with tournament selection. The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test did not permit rejecting the null hypothesis that both configuration yielded the same results on average with p-value= 0.69. Nevertheless, note that XCS GA with BLX crossover and tournament selection outperformed XCS ES with the original crossover operator and tournament selection in 7 data sets, obtained equivalent results in 2 data sets, and provided poorer results in only 3 data sets. This results highlight the robustness of XCS GA with BLX crossover with respect to the other configurations that use the original crossover operators of XCS GA and XCS ES .
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Study of the Effect of BLX Crossover on Particular Data sets
We further studied the behavior of the new crossover operator by analyzing the differences in each particular training data set with the aim of providing a glimpse of under which problem characteristics BLX crossover performed the best. In particular, we observed that BLX crossover (1) may help XCS evolve accurate models in dense problems and (2) may prevent the system from over-fitting in complex domains. In what follows, we further elaborate these two hypotheses and show results on particular data sets that support them.
First, we identified that the new operator yielded excellent results in dense problems, i.e., problems with a large number of instances with respect to the number of variables. Notice, for example, the excellent results obtained by all the configurations of XCS that use BLX in the bal and the tao problems with respect to XCS GA with 2-point crossover. To our knowledge, these are, by far, the best results obtained by XCS with these two problems [2, 5] . We hypothesized that this was because the new operator was able to fit complex decision boundaries more accurately since it had a less disruptive behavior than the 2-point crossover operator. To analyze this hypothesis, we did the following experiment. We ran XCS GA and XCS ES on the tao problem (see the domain in figure 4(a) ) and plotted the decision boundaries of the evolved rules sets. The decision boundaries were plotted by testing the resulting rule set with a dense test set that contained instances equally distributed around the feature space and depicting with different colors these instances depending on the class predicted by the system. We selected the tao problem for this analysis since it consists of two variables, and so, the class boundaries can be easily illustrated. Besides, tao has curved class boundaries that pose a big challenge for interval-based LCSs [2] . Note that XCS GA with 2-point crossover evolved models that obviated the two inner concepts of the tao problem; moreover, the class boundary defined by the system presented an abrupt shape, concentring a big amount of the test error. Conversely, when BLX crossover was used, XCS GA and XCS ES were able to define very accurate class boundaries and to discover the two inner concepts of the problem. It is worth noting that this specificity-driven pressure that seems to be present in the BLX crossover operator did not go in detriment of the test accuracy in problems where the training instances were more sparse, as shown in the general results presented in Table 5 . We also detected that BLX crossover may help prevent the system from over-fitting in complex problems. That is, in some specific problems of the comparison such as bal, bpa, and tao, we identified that XCS GA with 2-point crossover tended to overfit the training instances, i.e., to create rules that covered few instances with the aim of maximizing the training accuracy in complex problems. To illustrate this behavior, Figure 5 shows the evolution of the training and the test performance achieved by XCS GA with 2-point crossover and BLX crossover in the bal problem. Note that, with 2-point crossover, the training accuracy increased during the 100 000 learning iterations, but the test accuracy started decreasing at about 10 000 iterations. This indicated that XCS GA with 2-point crossover was over-fitting the training instances in this particular problem. On the other hand, the results denoted that BLX crossover operator prevented XCS from over-fitting. Notice that the test accuracy remained oscillating around 86%.
Finally, let us note that the examples provided in this analysis do not enable us to extract general conclusions of the problem characteristics for which BLX crossover is better suited, but to identify some possible problem difficulties with which BLX crossover may deal more efficiently. In further work, these initial observations will be investigated in more detail, trying to identify which types of genetic operators are more suited for different problem characteristics.
The overall results presented in the section resulted in two key conclusions. The first conclusion is that the GA-based search could achieve better results, on average, than the ES-based counterpart if the crossover operator is properly designed. Furthermore, as second conclusion, we also showed the suitability of BLX crossover with respect to the original crossover operators of both XCS ES and XCS GA . More specifically, we illustrated the advantages of BLX crossover in some particular domains of the comparison which contained a large number of instances per dimension and complex class boundaries. Therefore, the analysis permitted not only increasing our understanding of how the different genetic operators work but also improving them, enabling the system to evolve models that were more accurate than those created by the original XCS.
Summary, Conclusions, and Further Work
In this paper, we analyzed and improved the genetic discovery in the XCS classifier system when the system is applied to extract classification models, represented by populations of interval-based rules, from domains that are described by continuous attributes. We proposed to systematically analyze the role of the two main genetic operators, that is, mutation and crossover, and use the observations resulting from this analysis to design new enhanced operators. First, we started with the analysis of mutation. We proposed to replace the discovery component, driven by a GA, with an ES with the aim of providing a fine tuning of classifiers that are close to the class boundaries. Then, we studied the effect of the mutation operator in XCS GA and XCS ES , detecting that the ES permitted the system to create more accurate models. Thereafter, we introduced crossover in the comparison, evidencing a clear improvement of the results. In any case, on average, XCS ES resulted in the most accurate models of the comparison.
Second, we turned our attention to the crossover operator. We designed a new crossover operator, addressed as BLX crossover, with the aim of diminishing the disruption of the typical crossover operators of XCS and balancing the amount of local search and crossbreeding introduced by the operator. We experimentally showed the advantages of BLX crossover with respect to the original crossover operators of XCS ES and XCS GA . In particular, the GA-based discovery component benefited more from the new crossover operator than the ES-based discovery component; that is, XCS GA resulted in the most accurate models on average. Moreover, we further analyzed the effect of the new operator on particular data sets and provided some examples in which BLX crossover enabled XCS to fit complex class boundaries more accurately and prevented the system from over-fitting the training instances.
Globally, the study conducted along this paper served to increase our understanding of how genetic operators work in XCS. This better comprehension was used as a tool for designing new genetic operators, which let XCS extract models that were more accurate than those created by the original version of the system. In addition to all the notes provided while discussing the results, the experimentation highlighted two crucial aspects that should be addressed as further work. First, the results clearly showed that XCS could benefit from new genetic operators. Therefore, more research must be conducted on this regard, designing new operators that consider more information that is available during the genetic evolution. Second, results also indicated that different problems benefited from different genetic operators. That is, the performance in problems such as tao was impressively increased by the use of an ES-based search scheme and further improved by the introduction of BLX crossover. Nonetheless, XCS GA with the original genetic operators was the best performer in few problems such as hs. These observations indicate that problems with different types of complexities may benefit from different genetic operators. As further work, we will study different strategies to extract characteristics from the training data sets and link these characteristics to the properties of the genetic operators with the aim of designing hyper-heuristics that enable the system to chose the genetic operators that may maximize the system performance according to apparent complexity of each particular problem.
